Sue Doubler retires after 29 years of innovative work

Read some highlights of Sue's career at TERC in the latest Hands On!

NEWS

January 24, 2019—Press Release
Six New Signing Glossary Apps Designed to Enhance Museum Access of Visitors Who Are Deaf or Hard of Hearing

January 15, 2019—Press Release
Registration opens January 15th to be a presenter in the 2019 STEM for ALL Video Showcase, hosted by TERC and funded by NSF, addressing the theme Innovations in STEM Education.
January 11, 2019—Announcement
EdGE’s Jamie Larsen and Teon Edwards are presenting at AR in Action, Monday, 1/14, at the MIT Media Lab.

January 9, 2019—Announcement
TERC wins Best Original MUSICAL SCORE for Zoombinis, a Learning Game Award from ED Games Expo.

Zoombinis Available Now for iOS and Android Tablets
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Experienced quantitative and qualitative researchers with expertise grounded in theory and practice spanning STEM education, offering consultation, external evaluation, and research support.